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If you have a budget, you can create a cut and elegant look in your kitchen by completely concealing your appliances. This is like lining up television in the entertainment center behind closed doors. The device is fronted with doors that look like the rest of your cabinetry and can be equipped with matching
door scissors. It is true that this can be expensive, but it is a big design trend these days, and making the kitchen look more decorative and less handy may have its advantages. Some of the more open concept home designs make the kitchen visible from other rooms in the house, and not everyone thinks
their fridge is a worthy display piece. This is usually a custom solution, but it is not necessarily part of the original kitchen installation. You can get a more integrated look by adding a custom panel to a ready insert style refrigerator that can be modified to cover the cut pieces and look fully integrated. This is
a way to get the look and look of an integrated device without spending a lot of money. It's a cheat, but built-in cupboards are one of the biggest costs in your kitchen, and costs can start adding up quickly. The full built-in interface may be just what you're after, but as the style changes, the customization
you're paying for may limit you sooner than you expect. New technology and innovation are constantly changing the way we use our kitchen, and a built-in cabinet which is great for dishwashers today may not work for the latest and greatest incarnation in kitchen design three to five years from now. Take
a look at a few older entertainment model centers and imagine sticking a modern flat-screen television in the small opening designed for CRT TVs of a few years ago. In the next section, we will discover quickly an easy way to update the devices with a shell and sticky coating. Trend-tracking design
doesn't always mean starting from scratch. Sometimes even the most experienced designers take advantage of professionally created assets that update to speed up their processes. Editable templates, wallpapers, and icons can serve as inspiration when you stare at a blank page as well as save time
so you can focus on better details.iStock by Getty Images tracks the latest trends and regularly updates the sorted tables of templates , modern wallpapers and icons can speed up the design process. Here are seven style solutions they've seen trending at the moment and this can only save you a heap of
time for your next project.01. Samples with contrastTemplates with subtle pastel contrast can provide a starting point for a variety of modern designs (Photo Credit: iStock by Getty Images) Templates can provide a great starting point when you're stuck to inspiration and need quick design. A good
template can inspire the rest of the project and start other ideas quickly, making them ideal for reacting to last-minute commissions. Patterns with a contrast between warm and cool colors are especially trending at the moment. Contrasting colors are always effective, but today's trend is for a more refined
and sophisticated pastel palette, e.g. coral pink on a pale teal background.02. RetroTemplates models can also help designers ride the current retro revival (Photo: iStock by Getty Images)Another big hit trend in 2020 is the return of live retro waves from the 80s. They have become great in pop culture
and have been branded looking to combine a modern take on this retro style. Try bringing in hot pink, yellow highlighter, and neon blue from decades past to turn a simple template into an eye-catching statement that's very much in vogue. Metallic structural backgrounds can add a touch of layer to a
design (Photo Credit: iStock by Getty Images)Whether you're designing for digital or print, a powerful platform is the foundation for your entire design. It definitely shouldn't be left as an afterthought. The right choice adds depth, texture and support to text and other graphics to create a unified design. It
also creates cohesion between different distribution products in a campaign. A major trend in design at the moment is the use of metal effects. Used as background, gold, silver, bronze and platinum can convey elegance and add great texture to the platform to deliver a sense of authenticity and reality.
Consider using glitter or metallic paint backgrounds for truly striking textures.04. Liquid wallpapers Soft flavors also provide eye-catching options for wallpapers (Image credit: iStock by Getty Images)Backgrounds can be one of the most important parts of any message because viewers find it repetitive on
campaign elements, from websites to social media posts and banner ads , so it's important to make sure it feels modern. Fluid shapes have become common in general to add a modern sense of movement while also creating a warm, rounded feeling. Melting patterns and merged objects are being used
for decoration and illustration but can also make the background very efficient. 05. Video backgroundsVideo backgrounds can hold the gaze for longer (Image credit: iStock by Getty Images)Another option to create fresh, modern backgrounds is to use video. The movement attracts attention, which is why
so many brands are choosing to embed video wallpapers in the hero area of their website. Studies have shown that people spend 88% more time on sites with videos on average, and there is evidence that videos can help drive conversions. Designers lice can seek to combine trends using background
video with liquid or metallic elements for the modern interface.06. Icons in flat design 2.0Icons provide a flexible tool to add more and storytelling for a design (Photo Credit: iStock by Getty Images)Icons can be an excellent tool for all kinds of products. They can be informable, but can also tell stories and
add interest to the large volume of texts. The best icons are easy to mis prehend and often work through cultural and linguistic barriers, allowing viewers to understand the message faster. Since they are instantly recognizable, they also make messages more likely to stick. Icons with flat design have been
rage for some time, but the interface is growing as screen resolution improves. The icons in Flat Design 2.0 look fresh as they re-identify the gradient shadow and wider range of colors and textures for more detail.07. Isometric symbols Class symbols can be a great way to put character and personality
into a design (Image credit: iStock by Getty Images)Icons can also help reinforce brand personality, whether it's simple and serious or effervescent and fun. Isometric symbols often help create later and can give a brand a friendly and accessible character. This is one of the reasons that isometric
projection, or representation of three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, has made its way from technical drawing into commercial design in such a big way. To stay on trend, try using 3D in the 2D icon as a navigation element, in infographics, or to support or simplify web copying. At Getty's iStock,
they keep on top of trends and management tables of templates, backgrounds and icons that can be used in any project. To take advantage and access an extensive selection of documents that can speed up your work, visit iStock by Getty. Theme When I was a child, I built a set of stairs to help my
friends and I get up a hill to our treehouse. It's the first time I can remember solving a problem. It's not that the hill was wrong. I have nothing against the hills. I just think there has to be a better solution. My obsession with improving as the design of things continues to this day. We often hear the phrase
'design is problem solving'. I think it's close, but really I believe the design responds to the problem. They don't need to be (and shouldn't try to be) the 'perfect' answer. This isn't math and the answer we're looking for isn't 42.Constantly improvingLet's say you've been walking all day and now you want to
sit down. What are your options? A couch, a chair, a chair... There are more options you can take advantage of in one sitting. And among the options are even more options: an Ikea stool, a public bench a Herman Miller chair. They are all reacting to the problem of sitting comfortably. All of them will work,
and it would be hard to say that any was wrong. But as the design becomes more refined and thoughtful, the responses become better. We are not looking for answers, we are looking for a better response. There will always be room for improvement (but I love my Herman Miller chair). Think about
Facebook. Can you say that Facebook was perfect the day it was launched? Is it perfect on the day you sign up? Is today perfect? Do you expect it to be perfect in the future? Not. Does that mean it is a poorly designed response to a clear desire? Not. Every time I appear on Facebook it's a good
response, but no one's perfect. Although I'm not a big fan (pun intended) of Facebook I have to admit that it seems to have worked out pretty well. Their business is thriving, and owes much of its success to design. To connect 'why' with 'what' and 'how'. Design is not artDesign: A plan or drawing is
produced to display the look and function or operation of an object before it is built or madeBusinesses exists to provide solutions. But how? Here's the secret: the solution is designed. Or better yet, the solution is design. Design is not art. The design looks problematic on the face and asks 'why?' Good
design concerns itself with 'something' and 'how', but the great design asks 'why' first. Brilliant solutions can only come from 'why'. Facebook, Apple, and other major companies have demonstrated this time and time again, but it is always the design thinking that makes the difference. The true value of the
design Why is the design often treated as decorative? I think it's our fault as an industry. We didn't take enough time to actually write or talk about the true value of the design, although on some levels everything was designed. London is a great example. I just spent the last week there and as usual found
it very easy to travel the city. Why? Tube. More specifically, tube maps and signs. Without it, I would have been lost. Without well-designed interactions focused on (social) why, Facebook would be lost. Without understanding why and designing an important response, business will be lost. Design is not
art. It's about crafting solutions to real problems. I love the way Mark Boulton describes it in The Manual: We work our way through, initially understanding the problem, whatever that may be, thoughtfully considering the client, the business, the market, the goals, the audience and the user, and then
looking to tell the right story. It's the design - finding a way to tell the right story - that will guide you to success. Design is the answer that businesses are looking for. Words: Steve Fisher Steve Fisher coordinates research, analysis, design and strategy at Yellow Pencil in Canada, and talks about topics
such as RWD, UX and open source. This article originally published in the net magazine. Magazine. Chi.
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